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Abstract: In medical interventions, there are advantages to using soft materials for both implanted devices and therapeutic robots. This talk explores their use in treating blockages of the airways for which two fundamental procedures are stenting and balloon dilation. An in vivo molding technique will be presented which enables patients to receive a stent tailored to the size and shape of their airway. In this approach, a soft stent with a liquid UV-curable core is balloon expanded so that it conforms to the airway walls and is then quickly cured to this shape. A soft robot will also be presented that can navigate through the airways serving as both an endoscope and balloon dilator. Combining these functions which are normally performed using two instruments avoids the visual occlusion problems encountered during balloon dilations. Fabricated using inexpensive materials and processes and powered by pressurized air and vacuum sources that are found in standard medical operating rooms, the design lends itself to use as a disposable.
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